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Digital transmission
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Introduction
A digital transmission code converts a source signal
(usually binary) into a form more suitable for transmission over conventional links. As such, it generally
has a small low-frequency content with a null at zero
frequency (or d.c.), thereby permitting a.c. coupling in
the link; the code also ensures that level transitions are
never absent for more than a short period in order to
facilitate the regeneration of the timing waveform at
each repeater in the link.
In the proposed Post Office digital communications
network a customer interface code will carry the signal
from the source to the multiplexer and again from the
demultiplexer to the receiver; a different code, the line
code, will be used for long-distance transmission and is
intended to operate at a 120-140 Mb/s bit rate.
HDB3, which has achieved wide acceptance in Europe
as atransmission code, is proposed for use as the customer
interface code; there is less certainty regarding the choice
of line code for trunk routes, but t h s may be 4B 3T.
Both these codes, and the related codes discussed here
are ternary (i.e. three-level), d.c.-free, and maintain a
bound on the maximum number of successive symbols
of the same level.
This paper assesses the implications of using these
codes, in particular for broadcast signal distribution.
Their spectra are described, as is the susceptibility of the
decoded binary signals to transmission errors. Since the
customer will be expected to provide the digital signals
to the network in interface code form, one possible design
of an HDB3 codec is given in Section 7.
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SUM MARY

An investigation has been carried out t o assess the
implications for broadcast signal distribution of the
use of HDB3 as the proposed customer interface code
in the Post Office digital communication network.
HDB3 is a three-level transmission code with no
d.c. component and with a bound on the maximum
number of successive equilevel symbols. These two
characteristics are important since a s . coupling may
then be employed in the transmission path and
virtually continuous timing information can be
extracted from the coded signal.
The properties of related transmission codes.
including the class of alphabetic (or block) codes
were also investigated, in view of the likely adoption
of one of these (4B 3T) by the Post Office as a line
transmission code at the higher bit rates.
The effect of transmission-code digit errors on the
decoded binary sequence was studied and suitable
error correction schemes are outlined. An experimental HDB3 codec was constructed, primarily t o
demonstrate the feasibility of such transcoding a t
bit rates up to the order of 120 Mb/s,.using commercially available integrated circuits.
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Digital Transmission C o d e Requirements
The desirable properties for a digital transmission code
may be summarized as follows:
Spectrum: The spectrum of the coded signal
should have a null at zero frequency to avoid the
need for d.c. coupling at any point in the transmission path.
Power content: To minimize power feeding
requirements the total signal power should be as
low as possible for a given peak-to-peak signal
swing.
Timing information: In order that virtually continuous timing information be included in the
transmitted signal, the maximum number of
successive symbols of the same level should be
restricted.
Bit-sequence independence: The transmission
code should be able to accept any binary sequence as the input.
Symbol rate: The transmission symbol rate must
be low enough to allow the signal to be transmitted within the available bandwidth; on the
other hand the number of code levels should be
low enough to provide an acceptable error performance in a given noise environment.
Error extension: For the purposes 9f this paper
this is defined as the mean numbei of errors in
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the decoded binary sequence per transmission
error; this quantity should be as low as possible.
(When the symbol rate differs in the transmitted
and binary streams the ratio of symbol error
rates will be the product of the error extension
and the symbol frequency ratio.)
(vii) Error monitoring: Some form of in-service
error-monitoring facility is desirable in a transmission code.
(viii) Framing: In block codes the relative position of
a symbol within a block must be known; hence
block synchronization must be maintained at
the decoder. In addition, since the detection of
framing loss is generally accomplished by monitoring the occurrence of certain illegal symbol
combinations, it is important to ensure that the
block synchronizer is not easily 'fooled' by
errors in transmission.
(ix) Instrumentation: The design of the encoder,
decoder and error monitor associated with a given
code should be realizable without undue difficulty using commercially-available devices.

(a) BO. . .OV
o r (b) 00. . .OV, where
(iv) the choice of filling sequence (a) or (b) is determined by the stipulation that succcssive violations,
V, be of alternate polarity.
(v) A long sequence of binary zeros is broken up into
blocks of (n+ I) zeros, starting from the beginning.
These blocks are treated by rules (iii) and (iv), the
'remainder' of n or less zeros being treated by
rule (ii).
In filling sequence (a) above, V is the same polarity as
B; thus there are only four possible filling sequences
determined as follows :
Previous mark (B or V) Previous violation (V)

+
+

Filling sequence

+
+

-

-

- 0 . . .o00.. .o00.. .o+

-

+o.. .o+

Description of Transmission C o d e s f o r
Broadcast-Signal Distribution
3.1 Code Types
The transmission codes under consideration for
. reasons given in Section 1 may be divided into two classes,
referred to as high density bipolar and alphabetic, or
block, codes. The three levels of the ternary transmitted signal are denoted as +, 0 and -.
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3.2 High-density Bipolar Codes
In a bipolar signal a binary zero is coded as 0, and a
binary one alternately as + or -; this alternate mark
inversion (a.m.i.) process ensures that no d.c. component exists in the signal. To obtain a higher timing content the bipolar signal may be modified to a high-density
bipolar signal by replacing long strings of zeros in the
encoded signal with filling sequences whose presences are
indicated by the inclusion of marks disobeying the a.m.i.
rule (referred to as violations). Among such codes are
HDBn, where n = 2,3. .. and refers to the permitted
maximum number of successive zeros. A variant of
HDBn is CHDBn; C stands for compatible, since it is
possible with this class of codes to design a decoder which
is independent of n. Finally, the code B6ZS proposed in
the USA' also belongs to the class of high-density
bipolar codes.
Denoting a bipolar mark obeying the a.m.i. rule (i.e. of
opposite polarity to the previously transmitted mark)
as B, and a violation (i.e. of the same polarity as the
previously transmitted mark) as V, then the rules for
encoding into HDBn may be summarized as follows:
(i) A binary one is coded as B
(ii) A binary zero in a block of n or less zeros is coded
as 0.
(iii) A sequence of (n+ 1) zeros in the binary signal is
coded into one of the following (n+ 1)-long filling
sequences

1-
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f o c ~

Fig. 1. HDB3 power spectrum.

Table 1
4B 3T code book
4-bit
binary
word

Running digital sum
1,2-3

4, 5 , 6
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The following example with n = 3 illustrates the procedure:
Binary

1100

0001

0010

0001

1 1 1 1

0000

0000

1011

0001

Bipolar

+-00

000+

00-0

000+

-+-4-

0000

0000

-0+-

000+

HDB3

+-00

0-O+

00-+

O0+-

+-+-

000-

+OO+

-Of-

OOO$

The example given above in the lower line illustrates,
for n = 3, that the HDBn sequence contains at most n
successive zeros and that two adjacent marks are never
of the same polarity.
With CHDBn the filling sequence of (n+ 1) symbols is
of the form
00.. .000V or
00. . .OBOV
With B6ZS, 6 successive zeros are replaced by the
sequence OVB OVB.
The symbol rate of these modified bipolar coded
signals is equal to the bit rate of the incoming binary
signal.
With decreasing n, the timing content of the HDBn
and CHDBn signals increases, as does the average power.
Because of the additional storage required, instrumental
complexity for coding and decoding increases as n is
increased. HDBn codes are slightly less complex than
CHDBn to instrument. Because it has only two possible
filling sequences (compared to four in the cases of
HDBn and CHDBn), B6ZS is easier to instrument than
the comparable HDB5 or CHDB5 codes.

3.3 Alphabetic Codes
With alphabetic codes the incoming binary signal is
divided into blocks of a certain length, and to each binary
Table 2
MS 43 code book
4bit
binary
word

Running digital sum
1

2,3

block there is assigned a block of ternary symbols. In
general, the transmission symbol rate will differ from
source bit-rate; it is, of course, essential at the receiver
to frame the ternary blocks correctly. The choice of
ternary block transmitted is dependent on the running
digital sum (or digital integral) of the coded signal. A
transmission null at d.c. is achieved since the code tends
to choose a ternary word in such a way as to reduce the
running digital sum if it exceeds some set value o r to
increase it if not; thus the time integral is caused to vary
within a fixed range about this set value.
The simplest alphabetic code is pair-selected ternary in
which both the binary and ternary words are 2 digits
long.' In general, however, because of the number of
ternary combinations available, the ternary symbol rate
can be less than the source bit-rate. Two
which convert blocks of 4 binary digits into blocks of
3 ternary symbols are 4B 3T and MS 43: they are described by their code books shown in Tables 1 and 2.
These codes are attractive from bandwidth considerations
since their symbol rate is three-quarters that of a comparable bipolar signal.
Timing information may be extracted from the
encoded signal since the maximum number of successive
symbols of the same level is a fixed number when alphabetic codes are used; this equals 6 and 5 in the cases of
4B 3T and MS 43 respectively. The block framing may be
checked and corrected because, in the preferred codes,
loss of block synchronization gives rise to occasional
inadmissable ternary combinations (such as 000 in the
case of 4B 3T).

4
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HDB3 Properties

4.1 Spectrum
The power spectrum of an HDB3 signal is roughly
similar to that of a bipolar signal which, for a random
symmetric binary source,? is sinusoidal, peaking at half
symbol rate and with spectral nulls at d.c. and symbol
rate. Calculation of the spectral density of a code may
be carried out by treating the coded sequence as a Markov
process5 and by suitable manipulation of the transition
probability m a t r i ~ . ~Figure 1 shows the computed
spectral density under conditions of a random symmetric binary input; the pulses in the encoded sequence
are assumed to be much narrower than the clock period

t A random symmetric source is one in which the probability of
a binary I or 0 at any time instant is independent of the previous
transmitted sequence; in addition a 1 or 0 is equally likely.
August 1974
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(so that mathematically they are taken to be Dirac delta
functions).?
The power content of an HDB3 signal is 11 % greater
than that of a comparable bipolar signal, and arises
because of the injection of filling sequences where the
bipolar signal contains long strings of spaces.
4.2 Error Performance
We now consider the susceptibility of the decoded
binary signal to HDB3 transmission errors.
Assuming the simplest form of decoder (in which each
violation and the third previous symbol in the received
sequence are set to zero), a single transmission error can
cause up to three errors in the decoded binary sequence.
For example, the sequence 1 101, coded as -0 would
become +00+ if the second symbol were in error, and
would then be decoded as 0000, introducing three errors.
Appendix 1 gives details of the effects of various transmission errors on the binary decoded signal. It may be
seen that an isolated transmission error can cause
(depending on the encoded signal) 0, 1, 2 or 3 errors in
the decoded signal. These errors are, however, localized
within a block of five symbols; two errors, spaced four
clock periods apart are possible, as are three errors in a
block of four consecutive bits.
For the decoding technique outlined above, CEPTS
studies have shown that the error extension (as defined
in Section 2) would lie in the range 1-7 to 2-0 and that
the adoption of a different decoding strategy (detecting
the triplet OOV and setting V, together with the third
previous symbol, to zero) would reduce the extension to
the range 1.3 to 1.7.
Error monitoring is possible by detecting whether
successive violations in the received signal alternate in
polarity; two successive violations of the same polarity
imply an error on transmission. It is therefore possible
to detect the occurrence of an error between two deliberate
(i.e. encoded) violations in the transmitted signal; for a
random symmetric input binary source these occur on
average once every thirty symbols.

+ +

5

Properties of Other Codes

5.1 Spectra
As n is increased, the spectral properties of the HDBn
and CHDBn modified codes approach those of a pure
bipolar code; B6ZS has slightly more energy at half
symbol rate.'
Because of the small range to which the running digital
sum is confined in the case of the alphabetic codes under
consideration, transmission nulls exist at d.c. (and a t
-

t For pulses which are mathematically Dirac delta functions, the
spectrum is periodic in frequency (with period equal to the clock
frequency); this periodic continuation is not shown in the diagrams.
The power spectral density of the transmitted signal depends upon
the selected pulse shape; it may be computed by multiplying
together the power spectral density using Dirac delta functions
(given above) and that of the selected pulse shape.
CEPT-Council of European Postal and Telecommunication
Administrations-is an international organization for w-operation
between European Postal and Telecommunication Authorities.
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Fig. 2. 4B 3T and MS43 power spectra.

clock frequency). For the alphabets shown in Tables 1
and 2,s the spectra (assuming a random symmetric
binary input) of 4B 3T and MS 43 are shown in Fig. 2.
The spectra were computed as described in Section 4.1
for HDB3.
5.2 Error Performance of Alphabetic Codes
The error performance of a block code is dependent on
the choice of alphabet; the error extension is equal to the
average distance (in the Hamming8 sense) between the
binary words corresponding to the transmitted sequence,
and the decoded sequence in error. Since decoding is by
means of a 'look-up' table, a single transmission symbol
error does not effect more than a single binary word
(corresponding to the ternary word affected by the transmission error).ll It is expected that the error extension
could be kept below half the binary word length (the
value achieved for a random alphabet allocation).
Error monitoring for alphabetic coding can be of a
relatively crude form; an error is presumed to have
occurred if, at the decoder input, the running digital
integral leaves its allowable range. However, a more
elaborate form of error monitoring, involving reencoding at the decoder and comparing the re-encoded
and received signals, is also possible; since this would
detect an anomalous choice of alternative ternarv blocks
it would respond to a greater proportion of errors as soon
as they occur, and may therefore be preferred.
A complication can arise with alphabetic codes since
transmission errors can cause a spurious detection of loss
of word synchronization. (Loss of synchronizing is
detected by the occurrence of 'illegal' ternary word combinations, such as 000 in the case of 4B 3T). In addition,
loss of word synchronization can cause the error monitor
to register falsely. Distinguishing between loss of
synchronizing and a high transmission error rate is
&merally not easy at the decoder.
•˜ For a random symmetric binary input the spectra are, in fact,
independent of the first columns of Tables 1 and 2, i.e. of which
binary 4-bit words are assigned to the various blocks. It may be
noted that all ternary combinations (except 000) are used.
I] It has been estimated that the use of a scrambler to reduce
word-patterning effects under conditions of a steady input signal
would increase the spread of errors in the decoded binary signal
caused by isolated transmission errors.
The Radio and Electronic Engineer, Yo/. 44, No. 8
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Error Correction

With the HDB3 code, an isolated transmission error
can cause a number of errors in the decoded binary signal,
as described in Section 4.2, separated by at most four
clock periods; with 4B 3T and MS 43 codes the errors
in the decoded signal caused by a single transmission
error are, by the nature of the codes, confined to a block
of four bits. The similarity of short burst errors in binary
code to the errors caused by isolated transmission errors
suggests that methods employed for burst error correction would also be suitable for dealing with the effect of
(isolated) transmission code errors. In particular, any
error correcting code designed to correct bursts of up to
5 or more (4 in the case of 4B 3T and MS 43) would be

(ii) determine whether a 'filler' (the bipolar mark at
the beginning of a filling sequence) should be
inserted ;
(iii) determine the sign of each transmitted mark.
Using the notation of Fig. 3, if a row of four O's in the
output sequence (x,, x,, x,, x,) is detected a mark
(violation) is inserted by means of y, through gate G1,
this is done three clock periods later. The signal x,
decides whether a filler is inserted, and is gated through
G2 by y, (the four-zero detector). y, (or x,) then
determines whether a mark or space is to be transmitted;
x, determines the sign of the transmitted marks and
changes at every bipolar mark (B). The encoder output is

Fig. 4.

HDB3 decoder and
error monitor logic.
ALL 0-TYPE FLIP-FLOPS ( 4 1 ARE SIMULTANEOU-"LY CLOCKED

suitable for dealing with the effects of isolated errors on
transmission.?
7

HDB3 Codec Design

This Section gives details of a design for a HDB3
encoder and a HDB3 receiver, incorporating a decoder
and error monitor. The codec logic functions are first
outlined; the design of the instrumentation to realize the
logic is then given.

specified by the signals y, and y9 as follows:
Y,

Y9

0
1
0

0
0
1

Output
0

+

-

7.2 Receiver Logic
A HBD3 decoder detects a violation in the incoming
sequence
by comparing the signs of successive marks,
7.1 Encoder Logic
and changes the violation to a zero and also causes the
An HDB3 encoder must:
third previous symbol to be zero. An error monitor
(i) detect when four 0's are about to be transmitted operates by comparing the signs of successive violations;
and insert a mark at the end of the 4-long sequence ; if they are equal it indicates a transmission error.
Referring to Fig. 4, v, stores the sign of the previously
t If it is required to correct for errors caused to the line-coded received mark (v, = 1 for +, 0 for -). Hence w, = 1
signal, it is not necessary to employ burst-error correction methods for a + violation, w, = 1 for a - violation and v, = 0
to the lower order bit-rate signals. Since bit interleaving is employed if any violation occurs. v, stores the sign of the previous
in the multiplexers, a short burst-type error in the decoded line
signal is converted, by the demultiplex action, into a number of violation and 2, is a logical 1 if two successive violations
single errors in some of the channels which comprise the line signal. are of equal polarity.
August 1974
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7.3 Logic Design Details
The design philosophy entails synthesizing explicitly
only those variables used as the inputs to flip-flops. To
obtain maximum clock rate, a given signal is allowed to
pass through at most one gate between the output of one
register and the input to another; this minimizes the
signal propagation time. The availability of complex
function gates in emitter-coupled logic allows the synthesis of each variable as a (Boolean) product of sums.
Moreover, each flip-flop has a logical complement output
available, obviating the need for inverters in the circuits.
The following functions were synthesized:
J, = (x, +x2+x3).Xo
J4=(x0+xI +x2+x3).(x0
24).(E0+~4)
J5 = ( X 7 + X 5 + Z 6 ) . ( % 7 + ~ 5 + ~ 6 ) .
.(X~+X~+X.~).(X~+X~+R~)
J6 = ( x ~ + x ~ + x ~ + X ~ ) . % ~

+

F7 = X o + X I
Fa = X6+X5

+Xz+X3

+

J, = X, x,
El= El.(u2+ij1)
W, = (u,+u2+u1).(u1+E2+fiI)
e5= ( i i 1 + B 1 ) . ( ~ Z + f i ~ ) . ( 1 ) 1 + f i 5 )
zl = v4.(JI +fi1).(ii2+fi1)
Z, = ( ~ ~ + ~ ~ + a , ) . ( f i , + f i ~ + ~ , )
The registers forming x, and x, (from y, and y,) in
the encoder are instrumentally necessary to avoid the
signal x, -t y7 -t y, passing through two gates in succession.
The three-level coded signal output is obtained by an
analogue subtraction of the signal y, and y,; similarly
at the receiver input u, and u, are obtained by leveldetecting the incoming (coded) signal.

7.4 Instrumentation
An experimental HDB3 encoder and decoder (including provision for error monitoring) were constructed
with emitter-coupled logic devices (using a family with a
2 ns propagation delay). Satisfactory operation was
achieved at clock rates of up to 120 MHz; no insuperable
instrumental problems should arise in the construction
of a model for operational service.
Conclusions
The investigation described in this report was carried
out to assess the likely effect on broadcast signal distribution of the choice of HDB3 as the interface code, and
the probable choice of 4B 3T as the line code in the
proposed Post Office digital signal network.
The nature of the code is such that isolated transmission errors give rise to short burst errors in the
decoded binary signal. This suggests the use of bursterror-correction techniques when the HDB3 signal is
subject to an error-rate above the acceptable level

8
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without correction. However, it is likely that, as the
interface code will be used only for relatively shortdistance transmission on coaxial cables, the error rate
will be low enough on circuits using HDB3 alone to
give an acceptable error performance without advanced
error protection techniques.
Similarly with alphabetic codes, isolated transmission
errors again give rise to short bursts of errors in the
decoded signal, provided that the signal is transmitted as
encoded (that is, not 'scrambled'); this implies that, for
error correction purposes, a system capable of dealing
with bursts of up to 4 or more errors would be suitable.
Many such methods have been proposed, and in general
it is possible to convert any single error-correcting code
to a burst error-correcting code by a process of interleaving.
Although attractive as a transmission code from bandwidth considerations, an alphabetic code such as 4B 3T
suffers from the disadvantages (compared to bipolar and
its derivations) that word synchronization must be maintained at the receiver and that no simple form of reliable
error monitoring is possible; in addition, it could be
difficult to distinguish between the effects of synchronizing loss and errors incurred on transmission. It is
hoped that practical experience will be gained from a
proposed Post Office experimental high-bit-rate link in
the South of England in 1975.
Finally, the paper gives a design of a HDB3 codec,
which gave satisfactory operation at clock rates of up
to 120 MHz.
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Appendix

Effect of H D B 3 transmission errors on the
decoded signal

The following Table details the effect of various
transmission errors on the decoded binary sequence, for
a wide range of input signals. The simplest form of
decoder is assumed, in which any mark disobeying the
alternate-mark-inversion rule is set to zero, together with
the third previous symbol. An asterisk (*)denotes which
encoded symbol is affected by a transmission error,
I or 0 denote an error in the decoded binary sequence.
Errors involving two-level transitions (+ to -, - to +)
are not considered; they are generally much less frequent
than errors involving single-level transitions.
The previous bipolar mark, and the previous violation
are both assumed to have been negative (-).
Encoded signal
+-+*m+
- +O*O+
+-+O*O+
+-+00+*
+-+-*+m+
-+*000+
+0*00+
+00*0+
+m*+

+

August 1974

Received signal

+ -ooo+
+-+-0+

+-++o+
+-+ooo
+-+0+00+
-0000

+

+-Go+
+o-o+
+00-+

Decoded
Signal
1loo01
1l l l 0 1
01OOOO
111oo0
1 0 1 m
OOOOI

Notes
1. A space is changed to a bipolar mark.
2. A bipolar mark is changed to a space.
3. A mark which was a violation is interpreted as a bipolar
(alternate mark inversion, a.m.i.) mark.
4. A bipolar (a.m.i.) mark is interpreted as a violation.
5. A bipolar mark in a filling sequence is interpreted as an
(ordinary) bipolar mark.
6. The third previous symbol to a wrongly-interpreted violation
is set to zero.
7. A bipolar mark in a filling sequence is interpreted as a violation.
8. A space is changed to a mark disobeying the a.m.i. rule, and
interpreted as a violation.
9. A violation is changed to a space.

llooi
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